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Iris Grace is a beautiful litttle lady who, from a very young age group, barely communicated,
avoided public interaction with other people, and rarely smiled. One day, her mother brought house
a Maine Coon kitten for Iris. Both before her analysis of autism and after, she seemed trapped in
her very own world, unable to connect to those around her. Inspiring and touching, Iris Grace
comes after the struggles and triumphs of a family - and a miracle cat - as they learn to connect to
an amazing child. With Thula's companionship, Iris begun to talk and connect to her family. Thula
instantly bonded with Iris, knowing right away how exactly to assuage Iris when she became
overstimulated, when to intervene when Iris became overwhelmed, and how to offer distraction
when Iris started heading toward a meltdown.
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  As I switched each web page I felt a part of each accomplishment. Iris is so lucky to have such
wonderful, innovative and supportive parents. Thule you are everything to the family. As difficult as it
could get, the love and happiness always appear to come out at the top! And one cannot fail to
mention Thula. She certainly lives up to her name! It really is therefore amazing how perceptive
animals can be. This Mom is definitely amazing with her ideas and teaching her daughter. The body
vocabulary and energy they give and receive is almost imperceptible to all however the most soft
and observant humans. I've met several Maine coon kiggies (kitty/dog) and they truly are unique. I
cried often to see Iris have a problem with issues we all neglect.Lastly, I knew next to nothing about
what “about the spectrum” really meant. The bond between Iris and her cat can be amazing and
heartwarming. That said, what a content mistake! It seemed rather fitting that my cat curled beside
me during the majority of my reading. To all or any you parents living this path, I commend you.
Autism. It’s amazing how some animals are in tune with people and can help them. God bless you!
Deeply touching This story took me back again to when my own child was diagnosed with autism
more than twenty years ago. And after reading this tale, I know I'll have to have among my own
someday, perhaps I will also name it Thula honoring this amazing friend. Alongside Thula, Iris is so
lucky to possess her mom constantly working on her behalf and usually believing in her. I simply
loved this book I just loved this reserve! I learned so very much about autism that I never knew.
Additionally it is interesting how she decribes the behavior . I must say I thought the book was more
about the cat but it wasn’t. Nevertheless the parts with the cat were very interesting. I truthfully
don’t believe I could have performed what you are doing. I’d love to learn about Iris and how she’s
doing today. A wonderful well crafted memoir, and clean to boot! No swearing. Maximizing Autistic
Lifestyles Patience, creativity, and like by Iris Grace’s parents, especially her mom is mesmerizing to
read about. Amazing Book Iris Grace and her existence will be the most endearing story of love,
wish and accomplishment. I found this book as the cover was lovely, but I started reading this book
purely unintentionally. My finger clicked onto this publication instead of the one beside it in my Kindle
library! I am overwhelmed at how much you have to give of yourselves to truly love, support and
raise such a special, yet complicated child.! The love and caring for Iris will go beyond what
numerous others have the strength to accomplish. She was the perfect mother for Iris and all that
she has done for her therefore she could develop to her full potential is awe inspiring. I cherished the
story and also the beautiful paintings, photos, and artwork. You are amazing! Thule, the Maine
Coon cat was certainly an enormous influence in the way she instinctively seemed to interact with
Iris Grace, but it was a ways into the reserve that she was launched. Big thumbs up! The
development of how she molded her child to cope with her quiet globe of unknowns is normally
absorbing. Iris’ artistic interpretations are astonishingly gorgeous (photos throughout). Select a
secluded area and settle right into a world you may have never understood about a precious litttle
lady, her cat, and a devoted mom. Unbelievably compelling. A Memoir This is a heartwarming
memoir of a family group coping with a child with autism from birth through her first five years.What
love can do What a amazing uplifting story! Arabella and PJ through their specific gifts enabled the
youngster to feel comfort and ease and reach beyond Autism. I had never before heard about a
cat who acted like a therapy animal. And by the same token, how lucky they are to have been
blessed with such a very unique angel. This Maine Coon stayed near Iris displaying her comfort and
ease through her quiet caring ways. Job done well! Autism Story This book book taught me a good
deal about autism. It spent much of its suubje ct matter on that behavior association with the
connected with that illness. I think I have a better grasp on how best to behave around somebody
on the spectrum.of the cat. As I reached the end I didn’t want it to end. Very educational. A
Mothers Love What can I say about this book that We so loved. It was an inspiration and



affirmation of a mother's love on her behalf kid. To me it had been a story of seemingly tireless
dedication, love and wish. I didn't realize this publication was a memoir, and a fascinating one at
that. Would like to hear more about Iris as she grows. That you once again for a year fantastic
book! Stunningly beautiful book and story Very compelling and wonderfully written Engaging/uplifting
An ideal tool to increasing understanding of. It is certainly very difficult, but the triumphs are worthy
of so much more. I understood a bit about autism, but nothing beats what I've learned from this
book. What a miracle. I learned therefore much. This book comprehensive how her parents, mainly
her mother, worked with her daily, by using friends and volunteers, to shape her behavior, or sort of
program her human brain in a way to create movements and responses to stimulation even more
of what a normal child would knowledge. Heart wrenching and heart warming. Wonderful, Inspiring
Story! Excellent resource This book provides insight into the world of parenting, helping and loving an
autistic child. The fears, struggles, joys, benefits,frustrations and insights are therefore true and
made so actual in the reading. Parents of autistic children will find support in the reading. Various
other parents should gain respect for these parents. Absolutly great Fabulous story. They seem to
know instinctively what's needed, perhaps because that's how they talk to one another- being
completely aware of everything around them. Just what a very blessed child. Makes me desire to
tEach very much the same! A inspiring story This true story about Iris Grace, just a little girl with
autism who retreated to a world of her own, as is the case with most autistic children. This is a
lovely true story of the difficulties of experiencing Autism and of raising a kid who has Autism. I'd
certainly recommend this book, especially for readers seeking to understand the autism spectrum. I
came aside with the sensation that her mother did a lot more to influence her daughter’s behavior
and break through a few of the barriers that aren’t entirely understood. What I read was the story
of a tireless mom who had the time, will, wish and resources to invest the vast majority of her
period with this child, doing everything she could to make things better. Her father was involved too,
of course, nonetheless it was her mom who was there throughout the day when her father was
working. She actually is the perfect mother one I'd hope we all could learn from. And it helped Both
love and courage beyond all limits First, i want to wipe the tears. This book gives an insight into
autism through the lives of a beautiful child and her outstanding family.! This family members has
many more incredible moments later on because of their endurance.
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